Overview

Dairy commodity prices have been generally firmer as we progressed through the back end of 2020 and into the start of 2021 with strong Chinese demand outweighing good milk supplies. European butter prices ground lower over the last few weeks of 2020 before recovering well in the first few weeks of 2021. European SMP prices meanwhile have seen sustained price gains since the end of November. Strong gains on the GDT auction in New Zealand since mid-September has helped support European prices. The GDT index has moved up 14% since the start of October, with Butter and AMF seeing the biggest gains in that period, up 31% and 33% respectively while SMP and WMP have also seen increases over the last few months, up 13% and 11% for the same period. European dairy exports for the year to November were a little mixed while New Zealand exports recovered well after a shaky start to the year. Chinese dairy imports were also a somewhat mixed overall, with fats and whey finishing the year strongly while milk powder exports were under pressure.

Milk production for the main global exporters for was also strong with all five of the main players recording year on year gains for the year to November.

The Supply Picture - Top 5 Dairy Exporters

- Milk production for the period Jan-Nov held up well ahead of last year with record supplies from Europe and the US driving volumes higher
- European milk supplies driven higher by strong y/y gains for Italy, Ireland, Poland, the Netherlands and Spain
- New Zealand collections moved ahead of 2019 from August onwards before dry conditions began to impact supplies leading to a decline in November. Good conditions in December however pushed collections back ahead of 2019 levels
- Australian collections are up on a weak 2019 thanks to strong gains over the first nine months of 2020, supplies eased off somewhat since the start of Q4

US production went from strength to strength as we progressed through 2020 posting new records for collections in all four quarters and is up 2.1% for the full year

Argentina saw sustained growth for milk supplies throughout all of 2020 finishing the year up 7.4% on 2019 volumes, recording their best year since 2015
The Demand Picture

European Dairy Exports

- European dairy exports for the year to November have seen somewhat mixed fortunes
- Butter and cheese exports are at record levels driven by strong demand in the US
- SMP and IMF are down y/y although strong numbers in 2019 are exaggerating this decline
- WMP, whey and lactose exports are also at record levels

New Zealand Dairy Exports

- After posting some relatively big y/y gains in November, New Zealand dairy exports dropped off across most products in December
- On the face of it, exports for 2020 looked generally weaker however strong exports for most of these products in 2019 is skewing the y/y percentage difference somewhat

Chinese Dairy Imports

- Chinese demand remained strong overall in 2020 although three of the biggest product groups saw imports down on 2019 levels
- Once again, this decline is due to record imports in 2019 skewing the y/y difference a little
- Butter, AMF, Cheese and Whey all saw new records imports in 2020

Outlook

Looking ahead to the coming months, relatively strong dairy commodity prices should see milk prices hold up at a level that will help sustain good milk supplies. As we have now moved beyond New Zealand’s peak milk producing months of October, November and December, emphasis will now shift to Europe with collections beginning to build momentum towards our peak milk producing months in April and May. Assuming weather conditions remain favourable, there’s an expectation that European milk supplies will remain in growth mode. If this is the case, demand will need to remain strong to account for this extra milk and avoid an oversupply scenario which could put downward pressure on prices.

The flip-side of this would be the potential of unfavourable weather conditions having a negative impact on grazing condition later in the spring, pushing milk supplies lower, providing even more support for dairy prices. The latest supply data is showing Europe’s three biggest milk producers (Germany, France and the UK) posting y/y declines, however strong production numbers from the Netherlands, Italy, Poland, Ireland, Spain, Denmark and Belgium have to date, made up for this shortfall from the big-three.
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